We Let You Focus on the Right Kind of Buzz with Bug-Repelling Wearables, Tabletop Accessories and Zappers.
PERFECT FOR: Camping in the Woods, Picnics at the Beach, or in Your Own Backyard

Safe and Effective for Kids and Adults
No Direct Contact with Skin
No Harsh Chemicals or Sticky Sprays

Not In My Backyard™ is a line of all-natural products that help ensure a pleasant and safe outdoor experience for the entire family. The NIMBY line includes wristbands, clips, zappers, candles, and diffusers. Many NIMBY products use proprietary bug-repelling inserts made up of 100% essential oils, including geraniol, eucalyptus, and lemongrass. Not In My Backyard is safe and effective for kids and adults. Say goodbye to harsh chemicals and sticky sprays, and get back to enjoying the great outdoors!

As experts in outdoor products for over thirty years, The Companion Group is expanding its focus on repelling any flying insects that might spoil the fun. By adding Not In My Backyard to our family of brands, we’re bringing our experience in all things outdoors – including cooking, entertaining, and every kind of relaxing! – to the mosquito-repelling category. In so doing, we enhance every experience our customers already know we can provide. Our commitment to innovative but responsible products means that the NIMBY line is effective, safe, and perfect for anyone venturing outside.
Wearables

Not In My Backyard wearables can be used for camping, hiking, picnics, sporting events, fishing, hunting, walking the dog, relaxing in the back yard, or sleeping under the stars.

Wearables with our naturally-scented inserts help repel mosquitoes and other flying insects while enjoying the great outdoors.

FABRIC WEARABLES
Soft, fabric wearable band with hook and loop closure.
Fabric wearable + 6 inserts................................. NB0103
12/case, mixed (3 of each color)

SILICONE WRISTBANDS
Flexible silicone band with a watch-like fastener.
Silicone wristband + 6 inserts ................................ NB0100
12/case, mixed (3 of each color)
Silicone wristband + 2 inserts ................................ NB0107
12/case, mixed (3 of each color)
Silicone wristband and refills shelf display ............. NB0108
24 NB0107 wristbands/case, mixed (3 of each color except gray)
8 NB0105 set of 12 insert refill packs
The Go Anywhere Clip slides onto clothing, lanyards, hats, and more! Versatile and unobtrusive, the clips allow you to customize your protection. You can place them anywhere you like, without adding any noticeable weight or distraction – all with the same mosquito-repelling power as our wristbands.

SILICONE GO ANYWHERE CLIPS
Silicone clip that goes anywhere!
Silicone Go Anywhere Clip + 6 inserts......................... NB0101
12/case, mixed (3 of each color)
Silicone Go Anywhere Clip + Wristband + 6 inserts .... NB0102
12/case, mixed (3 of each color)

See page 7 for scented inserts refill packs

Not in My Backyard product colors:
BLUE SKY  DAWN  GREENERY  TWILIGHT
If you’re more of a picnicker than a hiker, we have you covered! Our tabletop products create a zone free from bothersome bugs, so you can relax and take in the great outdoors from a comfortable (and stationary) seat! Perfect for patios, backyard cookouts, and poolside lounging.

**Tabletop**

**OUTDOOR CANDLES**
Elegant candles illuminate your setting while repelling insects with an effective blend of natural oils. Contains: citronella, geraniol, and lemon oils.

Pack of 20 Tealights ..................................................... NB0006
12 packs/case, bright white wax

Pack of 2 Filled Galvanized Pails ................................. NB0005
6 packs/case, bright white wax

**CITRONELLA STICKS**
Smoldering incense sticks release mosquito-repelling smoke. Contains citronella, lemongrass, and rosemary oils. Each stick burns 2.5 hours.

Pack of 15 ................................................................. NB0004
12/case

**SCENTED DIFFUSER LANTERN**
Scented insert is warmed by the heat of a tealight in the base to release the natural, mosquito-repelling scent. Folds flat for easy travel. (Tealights sold separately.)

Lantern + 2 inserts ..................................................... NB0003
4/case, mixed (1 of each color)
Insert Refills

Our standard insert refill packs will power up your wristbands, clips, or tabletop diffusers for up to 5 days with fresh, 100% essential oil repellant. These all-natural disks contain geraniol, eucalyptus, and lemon oils, which are more effective than citronella in warding off mosquitoes and other flying insects. Insert a new refill whenever you want a fresh burst of protection!

ESSENTIAL OIL SCENTED INSERT REFILLS
Contains: geraniol, eucalyptus, and lemon oils. Most effective for 5 days.
Pack of 6................................................................. NB0104
12 packs/case
Pack of 12............................................................... NB0105
12 packs/case
Our slow-release insert refills triple the time your NIMBY accessories can effectively repel mosquitoes and other flying insects. The nano-technology of each disk gradually releases geraniol, geranium, peppermint, and citronella oils for up to fifteen days of protection.

**SLOW-RELEASE ESSENTIAL OIL SCENTED INSERT REFILLS**
Contains: geraniol, geranium, peppermint, and citronella oils. Most effective for 15 days.
Pack of 6 .......................................................... NB0106
12 packs/case
Handheld Zappers

Keep the bugs away from your next barbecue without resorting to unsafe insect sprays with this Travel Handheld Bug Zapper. This zapper kills insects on contact with a low-voltage electric current when they touch the surface of the “net.” Handle collapses for convenient storage and travel. Uses two replaceable AA batteries; batteries not included.

TRAVEL HANDHELD BUG ZAPPER
Folding Zapper............................................................. NB0001